**OPENING SESSION**

For over three decades, authors and researchers in the field of information have addressed the many challenges in publishing grey literature. In so doing, they have confronted core issues. Is grey literature published literature, and if so, how is it published; how does it differ from commercially published literature; and foremost how can it stay abreast with the technological developments that will ensure its access, uses, and preservation for scholarly research and citizen science well into the 21st Century.

**Introduction: Kristina Womack, National Library of Medicine, United States**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welcome Address</th>
<th>Keynote Address</th>
<th>Opening Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Patricia Flatley Brennan</td>
<td>Ms. Daniella Lowenberg</td>
<td>Dr. Markus Stocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Library of Medicine</td>
<td>University of California</td>
<td>Leibniz Information Centre for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Science and Technology, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open for what? Looking beyond 'open' as the goal for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data</td>
<td>FAIR scientific information: State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>of the art and future directions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLENARY SESSION ONE**

**GREY LITERATURE IN THE DIGITAL CENTURY: WHAT MAKES IT DIFFERENT?**
Julia Gelfand, University of California, Irvine, United States

**ENHANCING ACCESS TO GREY LITERATURE AND DATA IN HEALTH SCIENCES**
Sangeeta Narang and Richa Aggarwal, JPN Trauma Centre, All India Institute of Medical Sciences, India

**CHARACTERISTICS OF A WELL-DEVELOPED GREY LITERATURE REPOSITORY: THE CASE OF THE INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR INFORMATION SYSTEM**
Brian Bales, International Atomic Energy Agency; Nuclear Information Section, Austria

**A RETROSPECTIVE ON THE CHALLENGES OF INTRODUCING GREY LITERATURE INTO A SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING PLATFORM**
Alistair Reece, GeoScienceWorld, United States

**INFORMATION FATIGUE SYNDROME AND DIGITAL BURNOUT**
 Dobrica Savić, IAEA Information And Knowledge Management Consultant, Austria

**PLENARY SESSION TWO**

**STAKEHOLDERS AND POLICIES INFLUENCING GREY LITERATURE**

**OPEN SCIENCE AS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ACADEMIC GREY LITERATURE – A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW**
Joachim Schöpfel, University of Lille and Hélène Prost, CNRS - GERiiCO, France

**DATA SCIENCE AS A RESEARCH SUPPORT SERVICE AND THE ROLE OF THE LIBRARIES: UF’S CNI EXECUTIVE ROUNDTABLE EXPERIENCE**
Plato Smith, Erik Deumens, and Christopher Barnes, University of Florida, United States

**A STUDY ON THE CONCEPTUALIZATION OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION FROM A DATA MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE**
Seokjong Lim and JaeHoon Kim, Korea Institute of Science and Technology Information, KISTI, South Korea

**USING THE OVERTONE POLICY TO ACADEMIC CITATION NETWORK: HOW DOES THE POLICY GREY LITERATURE AND SCHOLARLY RECORD CONNECT?**
Euan Adie, Terrence Bucknell, Jennifer Glover, and Angel Luis Jaso Tamame; Open Policy Ltd., UK

**LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE CASE ACT ON GREY LIBRARIES AND GREY LITERATURE AUTHORS**
Tomas A. Lipinski and Laura Christine Schein, School of Information Studies; University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee, United States
POSTER SESSION AND SPONSOR SHOWCASE

Electronic Theses and Dissertations: A Research Corpus of Scholarly Big Data
William A. Ingram, Jian Wu, and Edward A. Fox; University Libraries, Virginia Tech, United States

Stefania Biagioni and Carlo Carlesi, InfraScience; ISTI, Italy; Dominic Farace, GreyNet International

Grey is the new black: changing library instruction virtually
Aleksandra Blake and Margaret McLeod; Carleton University, Canada

Publishing Grey Literature in the Digital Century
Stefania Lombardi; Institute of Information Science and Technologies, ISTI-CNR, Italy

Bioeconomy and Grey Literature - Empirical Evidence
Marianne Duquenne, Hélène Prost, Joachim Schöpfel; University of Lille, GERiCO Laboratory, France

Trends in the use of electronic grey literature (eGL): A case study of ICSSR libraries in Delhi
Geeta Paliwal, Consortium for Educational Communication, India

Infrastructures for Science (InfraScience): Connecting research and development to support Open Science
Stefania Biagioni and Donatella Castelli; CNR-ISTI, Pisa, Italy

International Conference Series on Grey Literature 1992-2022 as recorded in GreyNet’s Corporate Memory
Dominic Farace and Jerry Frantzen; GreyNet International, Netherlands

Leading provider of out-of-the-box, cloud repository software for your organization's grey literature
Laura Day; Figshare, United Kingdom

Institute of Information Science and Technologies, ISTI Library
Silvia Giannini, Stefania Lombardi, and Anna Molino; ISTI, National Research Council of Italy

PLENARY SESSION THREE
INNOVATING AND REPURPOSING GREY LITERATURE

ICSTI Member Survey: Innovative services for non-textual materials
Margret Plank, TIB Hannover, Germany
Shelby Stocksbury, OSTI-DOE, Lisa Curtin, International Council for Scientific and Technical Information, United States

Preregistration of research for theses - a new standard?
Tereza Šimová, Czech University of Life Sciences Prague, Czech Republic

Patent Files: Case Study of Digitalization in The National and University Library
Veronika Potocnik and Mojca Trtnik, National and University Library, Slovenia

Zine Making as Autoethnographic Serious Leisure
Andrea Marshall, Centre for Media and Celebrity Studies, United States

Digital Publishing, Open Access, and Grey Literature: The War in Ukraine 2022 as a Use Case
Dominic Farace, GreyNet International, Netherlands; Plato L. Smith, University of Florida; George A. Smathers Libraries, United States; Stefania Biagioni and Carlo Carlesi, InfraScience; ISTI-CNR, Italy

SPECIAL PANEL SESSION
CHALLENGES AND REWARDS OF COLLECTING AND PROCESSING DIGITAL GREY LITERATURE IN U.S. NATIONAL LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES

Panel Introduction
Esther Lee, National Library of Medicine, United States

Can Complex, Living Content be Standardized in an Open Science Infrastructure?
Stacy Lathrop, National Library of Medicine; National Center for Biotechnology Information, United States

Grey Literature in the Digital Era: Discussions on the Accessibilities of STM Materials
Tomoko Y. Steen, Library of Congress/Georgetown University, United States

Identification and Access: Working with Grey Literature in the Smithsonian Libraries and Archives
Sharad J. Shah, Smithsonian Libraries and Archives, United States